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"asshole!!"

The Cat Swordsman had already rushed to Lu Yuan's front.

With a strange breathing rhythm, he slashed towards Landing Yuan with a

flow of air above the sword.

Lu Yuan also took the martial arts sword-killing technique, and greeted the cat
swordsman with a sword.

锵! !

Under the collision, sparks splashed on the long sword, and the two took a

step back at the same time.

Lu Yuan's pupils shrank slightly.

The strength of this guy is a bit strong.

You must know that he is an elite gene for burning!

I didn't expect that I could not overpower this cat man.

This is also the reason why Lu Yuan's own gene temperament is not enough.

If your gene temperament reaches 50% or even higher, where does it need to

be so troublesome?

It's a pity that the tempering degree is something that takes time to

accumulate, and he has no other way.

His tempering speed can be regarded as very fast.
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After a sword collided, the catman swordsman immediately turned his

footsteps and moved his body laterally for a certain distance.

A fireball flew out from behind the catman swordsman and shot towards Lu
Yuan.

The fiery high temperature caused Lu Yuan's pupils to shrink violently.

Without even thinking about it, he instinctively stepped on the ground and

rushed to the left.

The fire ball passed by Lu Yuan, and the high temperature made his hair smell

like burnt.

Even with the defense of the body of Lu Yuan's black iron, such an attack

would be hardly injured.

At the same time as Lu Yuan avoided, the Catman Swordsman bullied him

again and cut out his long sword.

Lu Yuan was unstable at the moment, so he could only hurriedly lift his sword

to resist.

锵! !

His body went backwards a few steps.

just back, another fireball flew over.

Lu Yuan could only escape again.

The cooperation between the cat swordsman and the elemental warrior is
quite silky, and the attack is quite harmonious, and Lu Yuan was suppressed

for a while.

At this moment, the guardian warrior of mankind recovered a bit of strength.

He stepped forward and rushed to the elemental cat warrior in the distance.



The cat-man elemental warrior saw the guardian warrior rushed over, his face
changed, and a fireball shot at the guardian warrior.

Guardian warriors raised their big shields and stood in front of the fireball.

Boom! !

The fireball exploded on the shield.

The Guardian warrior snorted and took a step back.

He yelled: "What are you guys waiting for?! Besiege this elemental system

together!"

The other three people recovered from their previous embarrassed state, and
they all rushed towards the cat-man elemental warrior.

Seeing this scene, the elemental warrior frowned.

"Nishiya!"

The cat-man swordsman Nishiba who was attacking Lu Yuan flashed his eyes

when he heard this.

"what!!"

He roared, his arms bulged, the skin of his whole body became redder, his
hands clenched the long sword, and he severely chopped it down.

A strong sword wind blows, and Lu Yuan's hair is flying under the sword

wind.

Lu Yuan's eyes flashed, his hands clenched the long sword, and he urged the

body of the black iron with all his strength. Spiritual power surged, and the

long sword stood in front of him.

锵! !



There was still more powerful force than before, which made Lu Yuan retreat

a few steps.

Taking advantage of this opportunity, the Catman Swordsman stepped back

and came to the fallen cat woman Jasmine.

He hugged Jasmine in a hurry, and then straight back.

Elemental warriors surged through their whole body, fireballs one after
another, completely ignoring the consumption of spiritual power, quickly
suppressing everyone.

At the same time, he followed the Cat Swordsman, backing quickly.

The three of them soon disappeared in the depths of the passage.

Lu Yuan's speed is not as good as the Catman Swordsman, and there is also the
fireball suppression of the Catman Elemental Warriors. He didn't dare to stand
up hard and could only frown, watching them run.

As for the other four human genetic warriors, seeing the three hunters leave, I
was even more relieved, and the whole person seemed to be softened.

Especially the Guardian warrior, he was holding a large shield and breathing

continuously.

Lu Yuan glanced at him and found that his body was covered with blood, and
his face was extremely pale.

After took a breath, the Guardian warrior flipped through his hands, and a

crystal bottle filled with red liquid appeared in his hand.

He bit the lid of the crystal bottle with his mouth and drank the liquid inside.

Then Lu Yuan found that the guardian warrior's complexion was a little better,
and his breathing was no longer so violent.

The damage that was bleeding from his body was also stopped in a short time.



Lu Yuan knew that this was a healing potion.

A type of genetic medicine that can speed up recovery from injuries.

He also wanted to buy a bottle before, but it was just a healing potion used by

the trainee soldier, and a bottle would cost 8,000.

He can't afford it at all.

After the guardian warrior drank the healing potion, he looked at Lu Yuan and

showed a smile:

"My friend, thanks to you this time, otherwise, the four of us might not be able

to escape."

Lu Yuan shook his head: "Even without you, they won't let me go if they

encounter hunters."

To be honest, if Lu Yuan encounters the three cat people alone, without these
few people being restrained here, he will probably have to pay a lot of money

to get away.

It can be seen from the cooperation of the catman swordsman and the
elemental warrior that they are quite in agreement.

And the strength of each of the three of them is probably not weaker than him.

One dozen three is too difficult.

I am still a bit weak.

Lu Yuan felt that he had to keep working hard.

As for today's matter, he can only be considered unlucky.

Lu Yuan glanced at the arrow on his shoulder, and pulled it out with force.

The pain made him frown.



glanced at the blood slowly flowing out, Lu Yuan felt that he might have to

prepare some medicine too.

is not only a healing potion, but also a speed burst type potion and a power

burst type potion.

is used as a hole card to deal with different situations.

This all requires money.

Lu Yuan suddenly discovered a fact.

He is thief and poor.

Just then, a somewhat uncertain voice sounded:

"Are you... Lu Yuan?"

Lu Yuan and the Guardian Warrior were both taken aback, looking in the

direction of the sound.

That was a storm fighter with a long sword and an immature face. He was a
pretty young boy.

At this moment, the boy looked at Lu Yuan with a look of uncertainty in his

eyes.

Lu Yuan looked at this young man, he always felt a little familiar, but he
couldn't remember.

"You are?"

The young man opened his eyes slightly, and exclaimed in disbelief:

"You are really Lu Yuan?! I am Zhuo Ming! Zhuo Ming! The one in your class!
Zhuo Ming awakened in the second grade!"

Hearing this, Lu Yuan suddenly thought of something.



"Zhuo Ming? So it was you."

The awakening ceremony of the genetic warrior takes place once a year. After
three years of high school, he naturally awakened three times.

Zhuo Ming was an awakened genetic warrior in Lu Yuan's class in his second

year of high school.

Because the genetic warrior needs to practice and enter the place of origin,
there is very little time to come to school.

Zhuo Ming came to class last time four months ago.

And Lu Yuan's predecessor was originally a marginal person, and Zhuo Ming is

completely a person from two worlds. He didn't remember Zhuo Ming's
appearance very clearly.

For a while, he didn't even recognize this as his classmate.

The guardian warrior couldn't help but speak:

"Xiao Zhuo, do you know each other?"

Zhuo Ming nodded: "Well, Captain, he is our classmate."

said, he looked at Lu Yuan with a look of shock in his eyes:

"I heard in the classmates that you awakened this time, but you only awakened
for a few days. How can you be so strong?"

"what?!"

When other people heard this, they all exclaimed.

Several people looked at Lu Yuan in shock.

The guardian warrior looked stunned:

"Friend, have you just awakened?!"



A thin young man with two daggers is full of envy:

"I have been awakened for three years, and I haven't broken through to the

first order yet. Are you too strong?"

Another beautiful woman with a long bow stared at Lu Yuan and smiled:

"Lu Yuan, you are too good? Can you teach me how to improve?"

Lu Yuan knew that the strength he showed was indeed a bit strong.

He smiled and said, "I have better luck. I have opened a treasure chest, and I

have gained a bit, so the strength is not bad."

Hearing this, several people fell silent.

The treasure chest depends entirely on luck.

I can only say that Lu Yuan's luck makes people jealous.

Lu Yuan didn't plan to talk more with other people on these matters.

he smiled and said:

"You don't seem to be doing well right now? Are you going back?"

A few people recovered, the Guardian warrior nodded and smiled bitterly:

"This time I came to the underground palace and suffered a blood loss, there is
nothing to gain, but the potions are almost used, and I have lost three

teammates~www.mtlnovel.com~We plan to go back and rectify it later."

Zhuo Ming sees landing fate:

"Lu Yuan, what about you?"

"I just came here, and I plan to continue exploring."

The guardian warrior heard this, thought about it, and then said:



"Then you have to be careful. The two cat hunters are now running away. If
they meet you alone, they will probably do it on you. And... the cat archer
seems to be not dead yet. They should have potions. Maybe it will be able to

recover at that time."

Lu Yuan nodded: "I know."

He thought of this question when he saw the guardian warrior take out the
healing potion.

I should make another cut before.

It's a pity that I didn't expect to have a healing potion at the time, and the

cat-man swordsman came really fast.

He suddenly felt a headache.

Didn't you come to the underground palace to avoid the chase of the Vimy

consortium?

Why did I just come in and annoy people again.

Is this too difficult?

I obviously just want to develop peace of mind.

"Since you know, then I won't say more. Be careful yourself!"

"Um."

"Do you have a communication crystal? Do you want to add a contact

information?"

"I haven't bought it yet."

Lu Yuan has never been to Sandstone City, and there is no Lingjing to buy this
thing either.

The guardian warrior showed a look of regret:



"Well then, let's go first."

Zhuo Ming looked at Lu Yuan and smiled:

"Lu Yuan, then I will leave first. Be careful yourself. By the way, I will add you
after I go out, and we will only contact you!"

Lu Yuan thought for a while, but did not refuse, nodded: "Okay."
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